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ABOUT CONNEXICORE

FULL-SERVICE AERIAL DRONE INSPECTIONS, ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

ConnexiCore™ is a nationwide commercial UAS Drone Solutions Provider. With a nationwide 

network of expert (FAA) licensed pilots in all 50 states we specialize in industrial drone data 

collection, videography and aerial promotional marketing. 

Our UAS engineers, business process consultants and expert pilots review your project needs 

and configure specialized mission plans to ensure efficient, high-quality data capture. Every 

drone-based mission we perform is safe, legal and insured. Our seasoned operations leaders 

come from all walks of life including veterans, law enforcement, telecommunications, and IOT 

software. Our methodology and best practices approach mirrors a military-grade program that 

emphasizes risk mitigation and operational excellence.

DIVERSE INDUSTRY EXPERTISE

Construction and Engineering Energy, Utilities, Oil and Gas Infrastructure

Commercial Roof Inspections Railroad and Transportation

Insurance Claims and Inspections Marketing, Events, and Advertising

Precision Agriculture Commercial and Residential Real Estate 

Public Safety and Security

Our turn-key systems integration approach starts and ends by managing the entire process for 

you: from flying the drones, analyzing the data, extracting insights from that data, and 

delivering measurable and actionable tasks to support decision making.

WHAT DELIVERABLES CAN A CUSTOMER EXPECT?

Depending on the industry who will be contracting with us, we provide high-resolution aerial 

images, HD video, edited marketing videos, or the raw aerial data you need for your mapping 

or other analytics software. We host the data in your ConnexiCore Cloud account so you can 

easily download, analyze, share with colleagues, generate reports and more. ConnexiCore will 

provide all the pre-planning, safety checks, asset management, and quality control. As your 

single point of contact, ConnexiCore guarantees a high standard of quality and fast turnaround 

time.

WWW.CONNEXICORE.COM   |   800.874.9640   |   INFO@CONNEXICORE.COM



ConnexiCore™ is a nationwide Commercial UAS Drone Solutions Provider. With a 

nationwide network of expert (FAA) licensed pilots in all 50 states. ConnexiCore specializes 

in aerial drone data collection, image and video analytics, drone telepresence, and aerial 

mapping for all industries. Our core value stems from managing the entire process for you: 

piloting the drone’s, analyzing the data, extracting insights from that data, and delivering 

measurable and actionable tasks to support decision making.

We are positioned to effectively serve:

 Architectural Engineering and Construction

 Energy | Utilities | Telecommunication

 Precision Agriculture

 Commercial Cinematography

 Public Safety, Security, Surveillance

 Industrial and Critical Infrastructure Inspection

WWW.CONNEXICORE.COM   |   800.874.9640   |   INFO@CONNEXICORE.COM

ConnexiCore trained pilots and experienced data analysts use drone technology to 

decrease inspection time, save operations costs and reduce hazardous manhours while 

providing higher quality data that enables companies to maximize their workflow 

process.

SIMPLE 4-STEP PROCESS

Getting professional aerial drone services with ConnexiCore is a simple four-step process:

Describe your project

Schedule an onsite flight date

We fly the drone mission and collect the data you’re looking for

You download your aerial imagery

FULL-SERVICE AERIAL INSPECTIONS, ANALYSIS, AND REPORTING

ConnexiCore carries a $10M insurance policy for our fleet and most pilots are OSHA-10 certified.

DRONE SERVICES FOR ALL INDUSTRIES



Depending on the industry who will be contracting with us, we provide high-resolution 

aerial images, HD video, edited marketing videos, or the raw aerial data you need for your 

mapping or other analytics software. We host the data in your ConnexiCore Cloud account 

so you can easily download, analyze, share with colleagues, generate reports and more. 

WWW.CONNEXICORE.COM   |   800.874.9640   |   INFO@CONNEXICORE.COM

WHAT DELIVERABLES CAN A CUSTOMER EXPECT?

Ground-based data collection predictably lacks the level of detail and tractability that a 

drone can provide. While we expect the benefits and use cases for drones to expand 

further in the future, the technology available right now, today, already offers 

substantial benefits. ConnexiCore makes it simple and turnkey by taking care of 

airspace authorizations, flight planning and compliance. 

Drones provide safe, efficient, and quick aerial data collection for businesses across 

virtually any industry. ConnexiCore trained pilots and experienced data analysts use drone 

technology to decrease inspection time, save operations costs and reduce hazardous 

manhours, while providing higher quality data that enables companies to maximize their 

workflow process.

DRONE DATA SOLUTIONS FOR ENTERPRISE
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